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CORTINA
D ’AMPEZZO
WINTER  SEASON

2020 -2021

Cortina d’Ampezzo is a small town

nestled the Dolomites, a part of the

Eastern Alps. It is located in the North-

East of Italy, two hours north of Venice

by car, in the scenic Ampezzo valley.

With a thousand year old history and a

long tradition as a tourism destination,

Cortina d’Ampezzo has a great

heritage, having hosted the Winter

Olympics in 1956, and a bright future

as the venue of the 2021 Alpine World

Ski Championships and, together with

Milan, of the 2026 Winter Olympics.

Cortina is crossed by route SS 51 in a

North-South direction and the SS

48bis of the Dolomites in an East-West

direction. The motorway exits for

Cortina are A27-Belluno from the

South (72 km) 6 and A22 Bressanone

from the North (87 km). Cortina

Express, Flixbus and ATVO offer daily

bus services between Cortina

d’Ampezzo and the Venice Marco Polo

Airport and Mestre train station.

Nature, sports, beauty and lifestyle are
the elements that explain why Cortina
has been known for decades as the Queen
of the Dolomites.

The beauty of the Ampezzo Valley

attracts visitors from around the world

at any time of the year because of the

majestic peaks that surround it: the

Dolomites, a UNESCO World Heritage.
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4500 hotel guest beds; one 5-star

luxury hotel (the only one in the

Dolomites), four 5-star hotels, sixteen

4-star hotels, many more excellent

hotels, inns, mountain huts, pensions,

private rooms and apartments, four

year-round campsites. More than 1

million overnight stays are recorded

each year.

The resort has 3 ski areas (Faloria-Cristallo,

Tofana-Ra Valles and Lagazuoi - 5 Torri),

connected by a free ski bus. The ski area of

Cortina d’Ampezzo also includes San Vito

and Auronzo-Misurina, for a total of 120 km

of pistes. Cortina is part of the Dolomiti

Superski, one of the world’s largest ski

circuits with 1,200 km of slopes across 12 ski

areas accessible with a single skipass.
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Cortina offers many itineraries for

snowshoe excursions, as well as fat bike

trails and groomed runs dedicated to

sledding. Adventure hunters can enjoy the

many skitouring and freeriding

opportunities as well as practicing snow-

kiting or ice   climbing.

Cortina’s cross-country skiing pistes are

suitable for beginners and experts alike: over

70 km of tracks across enchanting

landscapes of the Natural Park of the

Ampezzo Dolomites.

Cortina is also part of the Nordic-skipass, a

ticket giving access to over 1,300 km of

pistes in the ski resorts making up Europe’s

largest cross-country ski carousel

Accommodation Skiing & Snowboarding

Cross-country skiing
Relaxing & extreme 

winter activities



In Cortina, winter 2020-21 is the season

to dream, feel free and explore. A

winter to let yourself go. 

The geography of the Ampezzo Valley -

wide, sunny and well preserved -

naturally conveys a sense of freedom

and the desire to explore, and the

Ampezzo Dolomites all around it

produce a sense of the sublime with

their unique sheer beauty. 

The core values of freedom and

exploration are enhanced by the many

outdoor activities Cortina and the

Dolomites are famous for: what better

way to feel free than ski touring in an

unspoilt landscape or snowshoeing to a

traditional, cozy mountain lodge? 

Food is another way to explore Cortina:

a local recipe, an innovative dish with

farm-to-table ingredients or a home

made grappa at a mountain lodge are

all ways to get to know the products

and traditions of Cortina d’Ampezzo in

an authentic and intimate way.

This is the time to explore the deep,

real facet of Cortina, and there is plenty

of new activities and services to take

every one of Cortina’s guests on this

adventure. Let yourself go.

BE  FREE ,  

LET  YOURSELF  GO
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Winter 2020/21 is the season of the FIS

World Ski Championships in Cortina

d’Ampezzo. The much anticipated event

will bring the world’s best skiers to the

Ampezzo valley for a series of

competitions on some of the most

technical and panoramic slopes of the

Alps from 7th to 21st February 2021. 

Two weeks of men’s and women’s

competitions and events, with over 600
international athletes from 70

countries, ready to win the 13 world titles.

2021 :  THE  WINTER  OF  THE  SKI  WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
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A spotlight on Cortina’s 

stunning slopes

The event will put Cortina back at the

centre of the world’s ski map, a position it

has already held several times in the past.

Ski is in Cortina’s DNA: the town played

host to international competitions

including the 1956 Winter Olympics, the

first Games ever held in Italy, and over 20

years of Ski World Cup races.

The Ski World Championships will turn the

spotlight on the quality of Cortina’s slopes,

which are extremely varied and panoramic.

They will be broadcast on TV and other

media to millions of viewers.



7th February - Opening ceremony

8th February - Alpine combined women

9th February - SuperG men; SuperG

women

10th February - Training Downhill women;

Alpine combined men

11th February - Training Downhill women;

training Downhill men

12th February - Training Downhill men;

training Downhill women

13th February - Training Downhill men;

Downhill women

14th February - Downhill men

16th February - Qualification Parallel giant

slalom women; Parallel giant slalom

women; qualification Parallel giant slalom

men; Parallel giant slalom men.

17th February - Alpine team parallel

18th February - Giant slalom women

19th February - Giant slalom men

20th February - Slalom women

21st February - Slalom men; Closing

ceremony

For further details and updates, check the

official website of the event.
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The event has given Cortina the tools to

improve its infrastructure: the town has

spent the last few years preparing for the

event, with improvements on the slopes

and lifts and on other infrastructure

including faster internet connection. It has

also revived private investment, with several

hotels undergoing renovation work.

Race calendar of the FIS World Ski

Championships Cortina 2021

http://www.cortina2021.com/en/calendar/


Combining the adrenaline of the

slopes with the excitement of the race

feeling, skiing on the pistes of Cortina

2021 is an activity that Cortina’s guests

can try for themselves; descending

these pistes, set of legendary races for

over 7 decades, is an overwhelming

experience of challenging slopes and

incredible panoramas. 

Info and 3D tracks on our dedicated

guidebook on the App FatMap
“Experience the FIS Alpine World Ski

Championships Cortina 2021”.

Another authentic, breathtaking

experience are the resort’s 13 black
pistes, a veritable challenge for expert

skiers enjoying the Dolomites. Truly

demanding slopes, like the Forcella

Rossa, the piste with the maximum

gradient (62%), and the Schuss, the one

with the maximum average slope

(56%), are just examples. 

Check out the info and 3D tracks on

our dedicated guidebook on the App

FatMap “The 13 Adrenalinic Black

Slopes of Cortina's Ski Area” and watch  

local Kristian Ghedina, famous ski

champion, review each one of them.

SKI  ON  THE  SLOPES  OF
THE  CHAMPIONS !
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https://fatmap.com/guidebooks/23020/experience-the-fis-alpine-world-ski-championships-cortina-2021
https://fatmap.com/guidebooks/23271/the-13-adrenalinic-black-slopes-of-cortina's-ski-area
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYaPmrOsrg0&feature=youtu.be


In 1903 the first Ski Club was

founded and in 1933 the first Ski
School in the whole Italian territory

was established right in Cortina: the

Scuola Sci Cortina, still operating

today. This Ski School is the only one

that is authorized to use the Olympic

rings in their logo, as it has been

registered before the legal ban.  

In 1956, Cortina hosted the Winter
Olympics, the first ones held in Italy

and broadcasted on TV, with which

Cortina earned the title of Queen of

Winter Sports 

In 1969, Cortina hosted its first
World Cup Race, a male downhill

race and in the ‘70s and ‘80s several

Men’s and Ladies’ World Cup races

have been organized on the slope

Olympia delle Tofane. 

1993 is the year that makes Cortina

an unmissable stage of the Ladies

World Cup races, breaking the Italian

record of most World Cup races
hosted in one destination: 100 to be

precise, out of which 91 women’s and

9 men’s.

Another record reached and broken

is that of the famous US athlete

Lindsey Vonn who in 2015 reached

the record of 62 successes of the

Austrian athlete Moser Proell, closing

her career with 82 World Cup
victories.
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The long  tradition of alpine

skiing in Cortina 



In 2026, Cortina will host once again the

Olympic Games, 70 years after the Winter

Games that the town hosted in 1956, with

which Cortina earned the title of Queen of

Winter Sports. 

These Olympic Games will have two host

cities, Milan and Cortina, with the support

of the Lombardy, Veneto and Trentino-Alto

Adige Regions. It will make this a

memorable edition aimed at enhancing

cooperation within the framework of the

entire Italian Alpine macro-region: 50

Olympic medals will be awarded in

Lombardy and 50 in the Cortina cluster.

It will be a memorable event, bringing

together an international community of

athletes and fans, ready to experience

exciting moments of sports and fun but

also of bringing together important values 

such as sustainability. Cortina has been

praised for its sustainable approach

aimed at ensuring the protection of the
delicate alpine ecosystem.

During the 1956 Olympics many works of

architecture were built and went on to

become iconic symbols of the town: the

Olympic Ice Stadium, the historic Monti
Bobsleigh Track and the Ski jumping
hill Trampolino Italia. 

These three facilities will be restructured

and will be once again in the limelight in

2026. The ice stadium and the bobsleigh

track will host, together with Cortina’s ski

pistes, some of the sports that are at the

core of the social fabric of Cortina:

curling, luge, skeleton, bobsleigh and

alpine skiing.

Further information here.
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TRADITION  AND  INNOVATION :  TOWARDS  2026

https://www.milanocortina2026.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/MICO2026_Pocket-edition_eng-1.pdf


“All our actions must have the minimum

impact possible on the environment

around us. After all, Cortina equals
nature. The municipality is doing its part

but what is of paramount importance is

to convey the message that change is

happening. That must be visible by our

actions, starting from the upcoming 2021

Ski World Championships. Each and every

citizen must play a proactive role in

securing a sustainable future for Cortina”

(Paola Coletti, Councillor for Education of

the Municipality of Cortina d'Ampezzo).

Caring about the environment and

managing the territory’s resources is in

the core of Cortina, where for centuries

the forests and pastures have been

managed collectively, thus ensuring the

respect and preservation of the
territory. 

Today, the Queen of the Dolomites has

become an advocate of a sustainable
lifestyle, not only in view of the major

sporting events of the upcoming years

but also to take up a global obligation

and challenge, which highlights the

urgency of an answer to climate change.

Key word:

 Sustainability
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Did you know?

Some of the companies involved in the

Ski World Championships of Cortina

2021  were  also involved in the 2012

London Olympics: Leonardo in the high

tech sector, Ecozema and Novamont in

the sustainable materials sector.



The list of fantastic, exotic international locations that have been lucky enough to

host the exploits of the most famous secret agent in the world is virtually infinite,

and the Queen of the Dolomites could of course not be missing. Cortina proved

to be the perfect set for the twelfth chapter in the celebrated cinematographic

saga. 

For Your Eyes Only, 1981, played by Roger Moore and directed by John Glen was

set, among other locations, also in Cortina for some of the most epic scences of

the adventurous film. 

Some of the locations  chosen for the epic film are the Olympic Ice Stadium, the

ski slope Olympia delle Tofane, the Trampolino Olimpico Italia ski-jump and the

Monti Bob Sleigh Track.

Find out here further details and a dedicated daily tour: cortina.dolomiti.org
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AGENT  007 :  OLYMPIC  MISSION

https://www.dolomiti.org/en/cortina/cortina-and-film/olympic-itinerary
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Faloria Mountain SPA Resort: a
new 5-star hotel

The Faloria Mountain SPA Resort

underwent complete renovation to

reopen in 2018 with a new SPA,

common areas and rooms. With further

improvements and a new meeting

room, the hotel joins the club of

Cortina’s 5-star hotels, becoming the

fifth.

Ra Valles new chairlift

A new 4-seater chairlift is under

construction in the ski area of Ra Valles,

the highest in Cortina, reachable with

the Freccia nel Cielo gondola and cable

car from the town centre. The new

chairlift will substitute not one but two

lifts. 

The new chairlift will dramatically

reduce transport time, making it much

faster to get to the top of the Bus de

Tofana slope, the highest in Cortina

starting at 2,743m. 

NEWS FROM TOWN AND AROUND



Park Hotel Franceschi
The Franceschi Park Hotel is one of

Cortina’s most traditional and well-known.

To celebrate the 100 years anniversary

since the hotel started operating, the

property will undergo renovation work to

renew the rooms and become more

accessible to disabled people.

Grand Hotel Savoia
Grand Hotel Savoia will greet next winter

season as the first as part of the Radisson

Collection. The new management has

refreshed the hotel with renewed rooms in

a style balancing tradition and modern

design, in line with the heritage of a hotel

that hosted guests of the likes of Winston

Churchill and Tolstoy.
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Hotel Natale
Family run hotel Natale is a cozy property

close to Cortina’s town centre. With the

aim of offering its guests an even more

comfortable stay, Hotel Natale is

restructuring its rooms, increasing their

size and adding large balconies to all the

rooms.

Hotel Ciasa Lorenzi
Hotel Ciasa Lorenzi underwent major

renovation works just a couple years ago,

offering a new restaurant and common

areas. The hotel is renovating again, with a

new exterior look and a total makeover of

the rooms, ready to open for the winter

season.



NATURAL ,  AUTHENTIC  FLAVOURS

Ampezzo Valley: 
at the crossroads between two

cultural worlds

Cortina d’Ampezzo has been for centuries

at the crossroads between the German

and Italian cultural worlds. Although

today the town offers a distinguished

Italian lifestyle, the traditional food

reflects its history, bringing together

elements of the Venetian and Tyrolean

cuisines as well as recipes typically from

the Dolomites: a blend of Italian and

Tyrolean flavours with genuine local

products and a sprinkle of innovation.
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Food is a good way to dip into Cortina’s

style and culture, from a lunch at a

traditional mountain lodge to a dinner at

a fine restaurant, with a glass of wine as

aperitif in between.

Taste the typical dishes of Cortina - and

not only - in the several restaurants,

pizzerias, cafes, wine bars and Alpine

farms that combine the unforgettable

landscapes of Cortina with the pleasure

of its traditional cuisine.



Restaurant Rifugio Ospitale
Rifugio Ospitale is a restaurant and inn

located in one of Cortina’s oldest buildings,

with a very rich history. Ospitale has been for

centuries an inn on the road between Venice

and Bavaria, a place to rest and refresh for

merchants and pilgrims in their wanderings.

From 2020, it has a new, experienced

management. Federica, Stefania, Claudia,

Alberto and Luca offer a welcoming service

and traditional dishes to be enjoyed in the

unique atmosphere of a timeless setting.

Food scene news
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La Passeggiata di Cortina
Hotel Serena opened a new restaurant called

“La Passeggiata di Cortina" (Cortina’s

Promenade”), open to hotel guests and to the

public alike. What makes the restaurant so

special is not only its great position on the

historical promenade of Cortina, where in the

past the train ran, but also that their menu

changes each month following the seasons,

offering simple but genuine and local flavours. 

Address: Via Faloria, 8 at Hotel Serena.

La bottega di Graziano
Graziano Prest, Cortina’s Michelin-starred chef,

has recently opened a new deli shop in central

Via Cesare Battisti. The Bottega di Graziano, by

Ristorante Tivoli offers delicious products,

dishes and delicacies prepared with the best

ingredients following Graziano’s gourmet

recipes.

Pure comfort at Paoletti di Follina
The classic boutique shop Paoletti di Follina

will open their tea room in December. Relax

over a cup of tea in this new, warm corner for

a cosy, pampering, shopping experience. 



Casunziei: genuine food for champions

Kristian Ghedina is one of Italy’s best-known skiers in history. His thirteen

victories in World Cup downhill races are still unmatched by any Italian skiers.A

fun fact links Kristin to Cortina’s most traditional dish, the casunziei: half-moon

shaped ravioli with a beetroot filling.

The day before Kristian left for the 1996 World Ski Championships of Sierra

Nevada, his grandmother was worried he would not eat well while abroad, so

she cooked for him a lot of casunziei, his favourite dish. He liked them so

much that he had 93. The bellyful of casunziei worked out great, since Kristian

won the silver medal, which he dedicated to his grandmother.
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Recipe of the casunziei 
This recipe is brought to you by food blogger Monica Giustina of

www.onecakeinamillion.com.  

For the filling:
400 g of beetroot

100 g of golden beetroot

200 g of potatoes

15 g of plain flour

1 tbs salt

1 pinch of nutmeg

For the dough:
320 g of plain flour

1 egg

180 ml of water

1 pinch of salt

For the sauce:
100 g of butter

Smoked ricotta cheese

or parmesan

Poppy seeds

Ingredients (serves 4):

http://www.onecakeinamillion.com/


Prepare the filling in advance, even on the

previous evening, so that it is cold and firm

by the time you use it. Steam the beetroots

and golden beetroots and, separately, the

potatoes. Blend the beetroots and mesh

the potatoes with a masher, then mix

everything and leave to cool down. Toast

the flour for the filling in a frying pan until

it browns, then add it to the mixture of

beetroot and potatoes. Add salt and

nutmeg and leave to rest. 

For the dough, mix the egg and flour, then

add salt and the water little by little, until

the dough is soft (you may need slightly

more or less water, depending on how

dump the flour is). Knead on a pastry board

until you have a ball, then leave to rest

covered for about half an hour. 

Roll out the dough so thin that you can see

through it, dust it with flour and form

circles with a 5-7 cm pastry ring.

Place a scant tablespoon of filling at

the centre of each circle and fold to

form half-moon shaped raviolis,

making sure to carefully seal the

edges. Dust a tray with bran flour and

transfer the casunziei. 

Bring a large pot of water to the boil

and add salt; put the butter in a

saucepan. Carefully put the casunziei

into the simmering water (to prevent

them from breaking) and cook for 5-6

minutes. Meanwhile, brown the

butter.Drain the casunziei using a

skimmer spoon and place them on a

plate, sprinkle with the ricotta or

parmesan cheese and season with

butter and poppy seeds. Serve

immediately. 

Besides the most traditional “red”

casunziei with the beetroot filling, it is

also possible to try other tasty

variations with herbs and potatoes.
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Method



A  WINTER  OFF  THE  BEATEN  PATH

The width of the Ampezzo valley and its

variety of terrains mean that there are

many activities one can try besides skiing

on the slopes. 

The snow-clad landscape is an invitation

to get off the beaten track and explore

the Dolomites surrounding Cortina

d’Ampezzo. This is possible practising

different sports, snowshoeing, ski

mountaineering and freeriding being the

main ones.

Such activities convey the overwhelming

feeling of a more direct contact with

nature, while safety is guaranteed by local

mountain professionals. 

Moreover, the exploration of the

Dolomites can be combined with the

exploration of Cortina’s food traditions,

for example with a moon-lit snowshoe

hike to a cozy mountain lodge.

Winter 2020/21 comes with new

programmes by some of Cortina’s

mountain guides groups to offer the

chance to experience winter in the

Dolomites in a more intense way.
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https://www.dolomiti.org/en/cortina/winter-activities/snowshoeing
https://www.dolomiti.org/en/cortina/winter-activities/ski-mountaineering-freeride
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Gruppo Guide Alpine Cortina

Gruppo Guide Alpine Cortina has

prepared a series of experiences to

enhance that sense of freedom that only

skiing can give. Their array of ski

mountaineering excursions is divided

into three levels of difficulty: ski fitness

for aerobic training in a natural setting,

ski touring approach for a more

challenging ascent and more satisfying

descent, and ski touring adventure with

the more adventurous itineraries.

Further information & reservations:

guidecortina.com

Dolomiti Ski Rock

Dolomiti Ski Rock organises

snowshoeing excursions to several

destinations with different levels of

difficulty. The itineraries may include

unique experiences such as sipping

mulled wine and trying regional nacks in

a secret cave. The mountain guides

group also offers a course of ski

mountaineering and one of self-rescue.

Further information & reservations:

dolomitiskirock.com 

http://guidecortina.com/en
http://dolomitiskirock.com/


Snowshoeing is a simple yet wonderful experience to discover the pristine

environment of the snowy Dolomites: enchanting, enjoyable walks amidst

breath-taking snow-clad landscapes will lead you to the most panoramic

locations of the Ampezzo valley, with frozen lakes, adorable roe deer, lush

evergreen forests and tasty local specialities that can be savoured in the

welcoming high-altitude mountain lodges.

Discover these enchanting scenes on foot, while listening to the silence of

nature in the snow-blanketed Dolomites: cortina.dolomiti.org
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SLEDDOG: AN ADVENTURE ON THE SNOW 
PULLED BY TRAINED HUSKIES 

In Cortina you will be able to experience the emotion of sled dog races

together with two unique guides, Ararad Khatchikian and Monica D’Eliso, in a

collaboration with the AS International mushing School.

Ararad and Monica are the only mushers (sled and dog drivers) in Italy and

have participated in races, adventures and international teaching experiences

in Alaska, Yukon (Canada), the Alps, Iceland and Lapland.

For information and bookings call 348 2685867 - 348 3745119.

Countless snowshoe hikes to alpine farms and lodges
 

https://www.dolomiti.org/en/cortina/winter-activities/snowshoeing


Cortina Fashion Weekend: 10-year Anniversary
04-08th December 2020

The 10th edition of the Cortina Fashion Weekend, the most glamorous event in the

Dolomites, will take place on 04th-08th December, marking the opening of the

winter season in Cortina. Ethics, confidence in the future and sense of
responsibility are the three core values of 2020's edition of the event, which aims

to be a sign of hope and courage for the whole territory.

The upcoming Ski World Championships will also play a great role in this years'

edition, with special displays dedicated to the ski event set in the town center.

The town center will be full of colorful lights and music, thus allowing everyone to

enjoy the pre-Christmas holiday spirit.

Further information: cortinafashionweekend.com
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MAIN EVENTS OF WINTER SEASON 2020-21

http://cortinafashionweekend.com/


From Saint Nicholas to Christmas Eve
December 

Cortina becomes enchanted during Christmas. On 1st December, as is tradition,

all eyes are fixed on the historical palace of the former town hall: day after day its

25 windows lighten up, thereby illuminating the works dedicated to the Nativity.

This unique Advent Calendar is a fascinating countdown to the 24th December. 

On 5th December, the ancient Ladin and Tyrolean traditions are reevoked in

Cortina through the appearances of Saint Nicholas, together with the angels and

the Krampuses, demon-like creatures, along the streets of the town center.

Not to miss are also the wonderful Nativity scenes in the churches, chapels and

basilicas all over Cortina’s territory: a path that will reveal less known – but not

less genuine or deeply rooted – parts of the Queen of the Dolomites.
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Snowboard World Cup
12th December

Cortina hosts every year the FIS

Snowboard World Cup: a unique

occasion to see international

champions compete at night on the

spectacular track Tondi in the Faloria

Ski Area. This year the event will take

place behind closed doors to safeguard

the safety of the athletes, staff  and

stakeholders but the public will be

able to see the competitions on TV

broadcast.

Further information:

www.snowboardclubcortina.com

Granfondo Dobbiaco-Cortina
23rd-24th January 

In January 2021 the 44th edition of the

Granfondo Dobbiaco-Cortina will be held:

a cross-country skiing competition that

continues to bring together through

sports professional athletes and

amateurs. This is the 2nd biggest cross-

country ski marathon in Italy, part of the

Visma Ski Classics Championship. This is

a historic competition starting in

Dobbiaco and arriving in Cortina, which

takes place along the fascinating path of

the former railway, no longer operational

since 1962.

Further information:

www.dobbiacocortina.org
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